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2020 Term 2 Presidents’ Report 

2020 is a very special year. It is described 2020 as a milestone in 

our history. The corona virus pandemic around the world has not 

only affected our daily life and school education but also 

changed people’s thinking and ways of performing routines. In 

such a critical time our CLTASA has been working very hard 

providing our teachers of Chinese with support ranging from the 

supply of teaching materials to methodology for on-line teaching.  

We had achieved great deal with our term 1 and term 2 PD under such difficult circumstances. Term 

1 PD was held on Friday 13 March at the Napier Building, the University of Adelaide. More than 50 

teachers and pre-service teachers participated in our workshops. There were 3 workshops in term 1 

PD. The first workshop was presented by Alysha Green from Cornerstone College under the topic: 

“Strategies for Communicating with Parents”, which discussed the strategies that could assist 

teachers to work through difficult situations in helping students’ interactions with their parents. In 

the second session, Joseph Sun and Wendy Lampard each gave their suggestions for effective 

strategies in order to promote Chinese language and culture outside the classrooms. The last session 

was a forum facilitated by Kathy Purvis which focused on how to prepare the learning environment 

for enhancing language learning. Nhu Trinh, Grace Young, Shelby Baker, Joanna Tao and Yu Qin 

shared their practices in this forum.   

The CLTASA conducted a second professional development in term 2 in the form of a Zoom workshop, 

a medium appropriate to the need for our students to learn on-line brought about by the corona 

virus situation. It was held on April 14 during term 1 school holidays just in time to support teachers 

in their preparation for on-line teaching in Term 2. The theme for this PD was “Equipping yourself for 

on-line teaching”.  Over 70 teachers, not only from South Australia, but also from Western Australia, 

Northern Territory, Tasmania, Queensland, and New South Wales, registered and attended this PD 

via the internet. We invited Marnie Foster, Head of Languages at Newington College, Sydney as our 

guest presenter. She gave a comprehensive introduction and demonstrated her outstanding online 

teaching skills to attendees, but also shared her own on-line resources with our teachers. We were 

very grateful to have had her as our presenter, and every participant learnt many practical skills and 

obtained many resources from her.  

After Marnie’s presentation, there were two online teachers forum groups: one was for primary 

school teachers during which Belinda Dello-Iacovo, Shelby Baker, Lan Zhang and Zhihan Le shared 

their online teaching practice and preparations; and the other one was for secondary school teachers 

during which Jing Zhou, Robbin Wang, Wen Ben and Joyce Chen shared their experience and units of 

work. 

We thank greatly to all presenters in term 1 and term 2 workshops.  

Now the CLTASA committee is preparing for the State Conference which is the biggest event of the 

year for our teachers of Chinese in South Australia. The theme of the conference is “Challenging times 
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for Chinese teaching and learning ----what can we learn? 今日汉语教学----挑战与机遇并存” We 

are looking forward to the success of 2020 State Conference. 

 

Currently the CLTASA Membership has risen to 94. We thank sincerely the contributions that our 

members have made to our events and also special thanks are due to the committee members who 

have been working very hard in such a special global pandemic environment to organize the 2020 

activities focused on assisting Chinese teachers to promote Chinese teaching and learning in South 

Australia. It is a very strong and cooperative team. Without the great job the team has been doing 

we wouldn’t achieve anything.  Thank you all. 

  

    Jenny Jin & Jing Zhou 

    Joint Presidents 

   Chinese Language Teachers’ Association of South Australia 
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News: CLTASA 2020 Term 1 PD Report 

Reported by Wei Qu 

The first PD event of CLTASA this year was held on Friday 13 March at Napier Building, the University 

of Adelaide. It lasted for 3 hours including the final half hour for the Annual General Meeting. More 

than 50 teachers and pre-service teachers attended the workshops.  

  

The workshop started at 5:00pm, after a provided dinner. The first workshop, Strategies for 

Communicating with Parents, was presented by Alysha Green from Cornerstone College and 

provided teachers with an understanding around some of the reasons why parents can present as 

upset. She also discussed strategies to better equip teachers to work through difficult conversations 

with parents, and shared tips and examples.  

 

 

Joseph Sun and Wendy Lampard shared their knowledge and experience about effective ways to 

promote Chinese language and culture within schools and the local community. They suggested 

effective communication with school leaders and middle managers and with students’ families and 
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the local community. They stressed the importance of promoting language learning through school 

newsletters and local community newspapers 

 

The third workshop, facilitated by Kathy 

Purvis, was about preparation of the 

learning environment to enhance 

language learning. Nhu Trinh, Grace 

Young, Shelby Baker, Joanna Tao and Yu 

Qin discussed different strategies to 

increase students’ engagement through 

their classroom settings and their 

management of the initial establishment 

of expectations when a new class enters 

the room. They simultaneously shared 

photos and a video with the audience 

 

The feedback collected from the 

workshop indicates that high proportion 

of the attendees rated each workshop at 

4 or 5 out of 5 and asserted that these 

workshops were helpful. 

We are greatly appreciative of all the 

teachers who found time in their busy 

work schedules to plan and present 

these workshops. Learning from and 

discussing ideas with our colleagues is 

one of the best ways to improve our 

teaching practice and without the 

generosity of our members, we would 

not be able to provide these opportunities.  

We hope and trust that everyone will stay safe during this difficult time! 
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                    News: CLTASA 2020 Term 2 PD Report 

  Equipping yourself for online teaching 

By Kathy Purvis 

The CLTASA Zoom workshop on online teaching was held on April 14 during the school holidays to 

support teachers in their preparation for online teaching in Term 2. It was attended by over 60 

teachers, not only from South Australia, but also from Western Australia, Northern Territory, 

Tasmania, Queensland, and New South Wales. 

  

We were very lucky to have Marnie Foster, Head of Languages at Newington College, Sydney as our 

guest presenter. She is not only an outstanding teacher of Chinese with teaching experience in 

Adelaide and Darwin as well as  Sydney, but her school has already had two weeks experience of  

online teaching, so she was able to draw from the early experience of her school and the teachers in 

her department as well as her own experience to provide a comprehensive introduction to online 

Chinese teaching.   

Marnie divided her presentation into four sections, and her main messages contain some excellent 

advice for all teachers to keep in mind when they are planning. 

1. Planning for online 

 

Plan well, have your learning goals in mind & provide timely feedback. 

 

2. Rethinking assessment 

 

For students: 

If we cease meaningful assessment we will reduce learning. Assessment provides 

students with feedback, it helps them set personal learning goals and it gives 

them motivation to continue committing to their learning. 
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For teachers: 

Assessment provides feedback for us so that we can check how effective our 

learning program is. 

3. Useful resources 

4. Your own and student wellbeing 

 

Building routines for yourself and in your classes; Caring for your students. 

 

After Marnie’s presentation teachers 

divided into separate primary and 

secondary groups and local teachers 

shared their preparation and resources. 

In the primary section Belinda Dello-

Iacovo, Shelby Baker, Lan Zhang and 

Zhihan Le presented the work they 

have been doing, in the Secondary 

workshop Jing Zhou, Robbin Wang, 

Wen Ben and Joyce Chen shared their 

experience and ideas. 

Responses to the PD were overwhelmingly positive. Here are two comments: 

• Guest speaker was absolutely amazing and so knowledgeable! All the other presenters were 

excellent as well, and it was great to hear all the different approaches and ideas suited to 

various settings and situations. 

• I think you guys have done a brilliant job. May be since teachers talked about the breakout 

room, we can try it out. 

 

Teaching online means a huge learning 

curve for everybody but it also opens up 

some really exciting possibilities for us all 

to learn from the expertise and experience 

of our colleagues across Australia and also 

to share what we are doing in South 

Australia with teachers around Australia. 

 

Thank you so much to Marnie Foster for 

her outstanding contribution to our 

workshop, to all of the South Australian 

presenters and to all of the participants for 

their contributions via chat and their 

positive supportive feedback. 
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            Upcoming Event: CLTASA State Conference 
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Call for registration for 2020 High School Hanyuqiao Competition in SA                   
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                               Teaching Resources 

Strategies for Communicating with Parents  

Presented by Alysha Green: agreen@cornerstone.sa.edu.au 

 

 

mailto:agreen@cornerstone.sa.edu.au
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Strategies for Communicating with Parents  

Presented by Alysha Green: agreen@cornerstone.sa.edu.au 

 

mailto:agreen@cornerstone.sa.edu.au
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                       Teaching Resources 

Term 2 Professional Development Online Workshops  

Online Teaching- The New Norm  

Shared by Lan Zhang   
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                       Teaching Resources 

Term 2 Professional Development Online Workshops  

Effective and Engaging Online Teaching  

Shared by Joyce Chen  
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Contact Us 

CLTASA aims to provide support in establishing and sustaining quality Chinese programs, teacher 

education and professional development, and acts as a voice for teachers, relating to all aspects of 

teaching and learning about Chinese language and cultures. If you have any news, ideas and 

teaching resources you would like to share, please email us at info@cltasa.org.au. 

Thank you! 

Membership Registration 

Link for registration and information: http://www.cltasa.org/membership/ 

Membership: All registered and qualified teachers of Chinese language in the government, Catholic 

and independent school systems are eligible for full membership of the CLTASA. Student teachers 

are eligible to join as student members. Associated membership is offered to those working in 

related areas at the discretion of the CLTASA committee.  

Annual membership fees are as follows:  

Full members (Employed) $50  

(Qualified and registered teachers currently in part-time or full-time employment) 

Full members (Seeking work) $25  

(Qualified and registered teachers currently without employment) 

Pre-service Teacher Members $25 

(Student members are encouraged to join but have no right to vote or hold office.) 

Associate members $25  

(Offered at the discretion of the committee to those working in related fields but not currently 

registered or qualified. Associate members have no right to vote or hold office.) 

Please note membership will expire on December 31st of the current year. 

 

For more information please email info@cltasa.org 

 

mailto:info@cltasa.org.au
http://www.cltasa.org.au/membership/
mailto:info@cltasa.org

